"I think this book is about to revolutionise medicine"
"Books that claim to be about to revolutionise the world are common - I think for the first time I have
just read one that is going to do that. Basically this is about a way of healing that is incredibly straight
forward, has a very clear theoretical background, and seems to work stunningly well. .............. It
would be easy without reading the book to dismiss assemblage points as another fringe health idea but I don't think this is so. It is certainly as valid as acupuncture, and possibly more rapidly effective.
I'm very grateful to everyone involved for bringing this approach forward in a serious and well thought
out way." Tony Attwood M.Phil

SOME COMMENTS BY READERS
1) Dear Dr. Whale, I live in British Columbia, Canada. I enjoyed reading "The Catalyst of Power" as I
have an interest in non-evasive, natural and energetic healing modalities and colour and auras;
therefore ideas and philosophies seem to fit nicely with mine.
2) I just finished reading the book. It is very interesting but I am not surprised at the discovery. It
makes total sense. It is unfortunate that it will still take a long time until this kind of treatment is
integrated at least for the average person. Dr. Whale, just like all the other pioneers, has to face so
much criticism before his discoveries are accepted by the establishment, even though he can prove
them.
3) This is the way people with high spirit accept your books and your great efforts. Another interesting
thing about my patients whose assemblage points I have adjusted some time before. I am in contact
with them to know what they feel and observe as changes in their lives. One of them (she is the
moderator of that Russian school for Further Energy -informational development) said that this has
activated her heart chakra so that she can emit love to any person she is in contact/conversation so
she can easy communicate her goals. She is a woman with high ethics, and she is not able to misuse
that!
4) My congratulations with your studies you have open the right interpretation of
"Castaneda"assemblage point. I have bought your first book I was also interested to buy the book
"Naked Spirit". I am very interested in high states of consciousness and to shift the assemblage point.
With my congratulation. Luigi B. Italy
At last I dared to do some AP shifts to some people around me! Now we expect to see the effects of
this soon. A woman just in few minutes after the shift said she has entered the state of inner silence. I
think this was my best ‘In Depth' Shift!
6) I've just finished reading Catalyst of Power. It is without doubt one of, if not the most, amazing book
regarding healing that I have ever read. I can't wait to begin working with the assemblage point.
Dennis. USA
7) Dear Dr. Whale, It is so apparent to me after having read your book THE CATALYST OF POWER,
that the importance of this could not only help individuals know fine health and bliss, but truly aid
mankind in its search for truth in who and what we are. Thank you, Karla P., Louisiana. USA.
8) Dear Sir, I have read your book. I am impressed by the simplicity of the ideas and the results
described. I wonder if you can procure my some names and addresses of people in Belgium who
practice this kind of medical therapy. Tim V. Vascular Surgeon.
9) Dear Jon Whale, I just finish your book on the Catalyst of Power. I'm very impressed with your
findings and would like to learn more. Do you have anyone doing this kind of work in the US? Any
information you could send me would be appreciated. Marcia K. Florida.

10) Dear Dr Whale, I have just finished reading 'The Catalyst of Power' and would like to congratulate
you on a world changing book! I myself as an ex-molecular biologist and nurse can relate to your
viewpoint. Indeed I gave up my a carrer in molecular biology because it was too commercialised, a
drive to publish papers- most of which were trash. I also, as a Buddhist and concerned human being,
had grave reservations about the direction of molecular biology. These seem to have been realised
with the current GM backlash. I am very concerned about the activities of major drug companies and
the insurance companies interested in human genome projects. ..... I have been interested in
metaphysics and the scientific exploration of energy medicine for some years. .... It is very difficult to
find people with a balanced view and scientific training who will approach this subject. ....... Well done
with your book, I read it on my two days off, could not put it down! Yours, David B. Aberdeen. Scotland
11) Dear Dr. Whale, Thank you for your wonderful contributions so far, and may you continue to
change the world for the better even more, in decades to come. I just completed "Catalyst of Power"
and found it exciting and informative, but I must learn a great deal more. Although my actual formal
background is organic chemistry, over the years I have become a self-taught educational psychologist,
with a personal development training practice typically delivered in seminar format. ..... In conjunction
with that activity I have also been avidly researching various kinds of energy therapies such as Zero
Point, EMT, TFT and so forth. So far, your model of the Assemblage Point is not only the most
rational, but it is the most exciting. For the first time it would appear that because of your work, we can
finally produce empirical results and concrete methodology in the realm of what was until recently
anyway, entirely "mystical" or metaphysical healing. Congratulations Sir: this is a wonderful
accomplishment!. .... If I may say so, may God bless you in your wonderful endeavor, and when
adversity strikes (as always happens when obsolete yet deeply vested interests are threatened)
please know that and difficulty you encounter will be more than balanced by an ever-growing number
of "silent supporters" such as myself. You shall prevail. John M. M. Applied Behavioral Sciences.
California.
12) Dear Dr. Whale, I am a shamanic practitioner in Colorado, USA. While I have been training and
working within the area of healing shamanism for 35 years, about 5 years ago I began working directly
with realignment of the assemblage point within the auric field of some of my clients. The results have
been astounding and rewarding.
I have been made aware of your work represented in The Catalyst of Power and also the information
you have so generously posted to your website at www.theassemblagepoint.com as well as the
articles on your work that were published in past issues of Positive Health. The information that you
are courageously giving to the populace of the world is magnificent and has greatly enhanced my own
work to the benefit of not only myself but my clients. We all stand in great appreciation of you. I have
adapted some of the techniques I have been working with to include the recommended Tantric
breathing and "fire in the belly" breathing techniques as given in eastern traditions and the techniques
that you offer definitely are extremely valuable. I have studied Toltec teachings for many decades
within the works of Castaneda and others. Much of what has been given seems to be inaccessible and
poorly presented in ways that can make
authentic differences in people's lives and health concerns. Thank God and thank you for dismissing
what is not usable and bringing pragmatism to what might have easily been lost to this century's
healing. I also appreciate your focus upon the clinical orientation which is so important when bringing
through new and profound healing techniques, such as the assemblage shifting work. I am forming
workshops to give what I can of the assemblage shifting work to others and will purchase multiple
copies of The Catalyst of Power to use as guidelines for the workshops. I am requesting that each of
my clients obtain and read The Catalyst of Power. In addition, I have had a request from someone on
America's east coast for assemblage work, I have suggested that this person fly to England to work
with you directly and they are currently formulating plans to make the trip. I will continue to watch what
you bring through for all of us and feel greatly in your debt. Sincerely, C. M..
13) Dear Mrs Shaw, I am writing to say what a remarkable book The Catalyst of Power (written by Dr.
Whale) is. As a qualified doctor in Chiropractic and an acupuncturist I have found Dr. Whale's book
contains a wealth of new insight and knowledge about the human disease processes. It challenges the
practitioner or complimentary therapist to review their understanding of human physiology and open
their minds to the existence of a human electromagnetic field and assemblage point.

The clarity of explanation of a human energy field, its affects on the mental and physical health of the
patient (provided by Dr. Whale) will, I'm sure, cause many practitioners, psychiatrist and therapist to
re-evaluate the impact of their treatment procedures. Any lay person or practitioner can not fail to learn
from the detailed information and case studies provided in the book.
On a personal note, It has opened my eyes to the potential of improving patients health through
balancing the assemblage point...... I hope many of my colleagues and those in the medical
profession, will treat this text seriously and give time to studying 'The Catalyst Of Power'. Dr. A. C.
Hampshire, UK..
14) Dear Jon Whale, I have been reading your book on the assemblage point. I am very happy to read
about it as it confirms some of the findings I have made over the years. I would be grateful to receive
the informatiuon. I now live in California since Christmas and still uses my UK e-mail address. ... I
thank you for you time and congratulate for all your work. Carole B-S.

